LST Meeting – January 29th, 2021

1. Security issue in Kaiser building

South Kaiser atrium door left unlocked, unauthorized entry by a known squatter on campus – R. Colwell is handling the door lock issue, but if we see the unauthorized person in our spaces we are not to engage and call campus security immediately (person is not a threat, but should not be on campus)

2. Lab Access

We have to wait until the provincial order changes before we can let new people into the labs/access

When restrictions are lifted, SoC lab will submit a child plan for K 4025, mainly to restart computers

Are we expecting to get an influx of these access requests when the order changes? Unclear, we haven't been getting a lot of requests lately

We should encourage ECE professors to check in with their students to see how they are doing
- Alternatives to space: students can book time at Barber library - send out a message to students about this/add to the newsletter for grad students
- We should be giving the students the best opportunity to stay productive

Kaiser 2020/2030 can be booked by 3 people at a time for people who need a space

J. Salfi will report back on if the Barber library is useful in the short term for his students

3. Discussion of soliciting student feedback on mental health/wellness during covid

There should be an anonymous method for students to submit feedback. A survey would help?
- Continue the discussion offline

Meeting Adjourned